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Population information is the basic resource, which is valuable and most 
important. Help government to implement decisions, guide economic construction 
political construction, cultural construction and etc.With the characteristics of large 
amount of information, rapid growth, frequent changes, decentralized storage and so 
on.Themodernized management of population information is able to effectively 
integrate and enhance the capacity of government services and public administration, 
the inherent requirement of building service-oriented government. 
With depth analysis on present government population management situation 
through this dissertation,which explains the difficult and problems in doing research 
and confirm the research direction,by building actual population information 
application system to connecting,sharing and businesscollaboration in province level. 
By using information technology and formulating relevant standards, this article 
designs sharing applications system architecture based on actual population 
information of Yunnan. Through the establishment of the directory system and data 
exchange system, this article achieves the integration of all department population 
information, and forms a population business database and shared applications 
libraries, which utilizes bus technology, interface technology and other to achieve the 
sharing applications of population information. Meanwhile, the solutions of system 
security and quality control are proposed. 
The Characteristic of this dissertation: 
1.The combination of data storage methods: centralized and distributed. 
2.The combination of classical relationaldatabase and distributed database. 
3.Collaboration and shares across sectors and network. 
4.Regimentation decentralized population resources by standard address. 
5.Using FacialRecognition and Fingerprint Comparison technologies to improve 
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